ACTIVITY REPORT 2017-2018

We the members of the AWO Bhalobasa, have some targets to fulfill each year for the welfare of animals

We believe we’ve succeeded, at the teeth of all sorts of adversities, to reach, at least to some extent, the goal.

Following are the activities that our organization has carried on successfully:

1. Bringing relief (to accident cases and sick animals after picking up from road):

   This dog hit by a local train, lay injured beside the rail track. We brought it HOME for treatment.

   Thus we have taken home a good number of cases (Patients that lay on road, injured) or suffering from illness due to disease (even infectious) throughout the year – some of them survived and unfortunately some could not; however we had the solace that we could relieve them of pains and take care of them that they might not feel helpless.
2. Giving shelter to the homeless:
These puppies were left helpless (total Nine in Number) in our campus. They were sheltered by us; some of them were adopted but most of them remain with us. Even a Labrador and a GSD were left tied helplessly at our home gate. We could arrange happy homes for them also.

3. Doing surgical operations with the help of surgeons and even taking help from nearby hospitals:
Similarly we had to arrange amputations of many dogs at our home; after recovery very few could go back to their previous shelter (locality); otherwise many of them stayed at our home suffering from uneasiness due to lack of sufficient space.
4. Rehabilitation

5. Re-housing

6. Outside medical treatment (at the same time arousing consciousness of people to administer medicines to small cases of injuries):

Almost each day throughout the whole year we are reported about patients suffering either from some contagious disease or injury (cases by ill behaviour of any person or accident on roads) and our volunteers try to attend them. However cases of ailment reported from a remote area can’t be attended. Then, in such cases those who come to report are helped by us (with medicine and line of treatment following doctor’s advice) and take care by themselves successfully.

Thus at the same time we arouse attachment and consciousness of people to administer medicine to small cases of injuries.
This person is much interested to get engaged in outside medical treatment.

7. In-house treatment with medicines & infusions (being directed by doctors)
Dogs and puppies are being injected and having medicine and water therapy.
8. Feeding animals of surrounding locality

One of our members, though heckled & tortured mentally for her noble job, thus distributes food regularly

9. Endeavors to prevent cruelty towards animals.

I. A dog was being chained for 24 hours. The secretary informed the matter to Mrs. Maneka Gandhi and with the help of her interference the secretary could release the dog from bondage round the clock.

II. In nearby locality a dog was given poison; the secretary was informed got the dog injected with antipoison medicine and convinced the person (who gave poison to the dog ) not to do it again; the dog survived for many more days.

III. A cock was being handled cruelly; it screamed pathetically; we could not ignore it; we released it from the grip of the slaughterer and took it to our home. We also advised the slaughterer not to malhandle the birds before slaughtering

*We want the animals and birds (that are going to be slaughtered) to be administered some gas or any other thing that can benumb their sensation and give them painless death—they must not scream for life before death.*

We prevent carriers/sellers of birds (cocks and hens) from carrying the birds with their heads placed down wards and ask them to use a basket to carry the birds properly to the market.
10. Carry on neutering:

We carry on spaying and sterilizing bitches and dogs and cats almost each week and some times at fortnight basis from 1st April 2017 to 31st March 2018. We have done ovarian hysterectomy and castration of a good number of animals (total one hundred sixty eight in number this year).
People now are eager to have medicine from us for treatment of animals on roads.

In the beginning when we started work for animal welfare we went to surrounding locality for treatment of animals on our own. But now people come to us by themselves asking for medicine for their pets and for animals on roads. We think this is our achievement— we have succeeded in creating awareness among people who were so long ignorant about necessity to take care even of their own pets and they are always with us for the smooth running of the welfare activities of our organization throughout the year.
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